feminism is not about equality women against feminism - don’t really agree with this feminism has never been about advocating the rights of one gender over another just because there is a fem in the term feminist, a conversation on internalized misandry women against - i am a black anti feminist woman and my husband is a white man who has never been against feminism or given feminism much thought last night we had an interesting, why don’t black americans go to africa to find a woman - happier abroad forum community our message you can solve your problems change your life by escaping america for a better life love overseas, 10 ways to fight back against feminism return of kings - most women are terrible at managing money in part this can be explained by evolution historically women relied on men to take care of them and feminism definitely, 27 attractive girls who became ugly freaks because of - 16 it’s hard to believe that this leftist media commentator used to have a feminine essence 17 we have to wonder if a woman shaving her head is actually a sign, women s rights wikipedia - women s rights are the rights and entitlements claimed for women and girls worldwide and formed the basis for the women s rights movement in the nineteenth century, gillette tv commercial wages war on male toxic masculinity - well anyone who supports r kelly supports toxic masculinity but overall toxic masculinity is the root cause of most of the ills in the black community, 13 personality traits of polish women rooshv com - except for a couple minor flaws polish girls are most pleasant to deal with out of any other foreign woman i’ve been with she has so many positive, breaking celebrity news star gossip and scandals egotastic - all the sexy celebrities ever featured on egotastic indexed for quick viewing stories and photo galleries of your favorite hot stars, men in the shower tumblr - tumblr is a place to express yourself discover yourself and bond over the stuff you love it’s where your interests connect you with your people, act i shaw bernard 1916 pygmalion bartleby com - covent garden at 11 15 p.m. torrents of heavy summer rain cab whistles blowing frantically in all directions pedestrians running for shelter into the, eradica opinions of innovation not imitation - there is nothing new about multiculturalism feminism homosexual activism mass immigration or any of the other problems we face today they are all very, captain marvel faces boycott backlash over brie larson s - brie larson is kicking off her publicity tour as the first female lead in a marvel comics movie with captain marvel but she’s facing withering backlash and a, another one bites the dust kunstler - james howard kunstler is the author of many books including non fiction the geography of nowhere the city in mind notes on the urban condition home, the 2020 democratic ticket will be part 2 - three of these include beto can someone explain the fascination with this losing senatorial candidate what is it that qualifies him to be president without the, dita von teese wikipedia - dita von teese born heather ren e sweet september 28 1972 is an american vedette burlesque dancer model costume designer entrepreneur singer and actress, poem of the masses pangloss wisdom - poem of the masses my smile melts with confusion artistically enhanced she titty danced her clients glanced at her mammarily expanded bust de pantsed